Microarray analysis of normal and dystrophic skeletal muscle.
The development and increasingly common use of DNA microarrays for comprehensive RNA expression analysis has had a substantial impact on the study of molecular pathology. DNA microarrays are orderly, high-density arrangements of nucleic acid spots that can be used as substrates for global gene expression analysis. Prior to their development, technical limitations necessitated that the molecular mechanisms underlying biological processes be broken down into their component parts and each gene or protein studied individually. This approach, focused as it is on a single aspect of a scientific phenomenon, does not allow appreciation or understanding of the fact that biological pathways do not exist in isolation, but are influenced by numerous factors. Enormous technological advances have been made over the past decade and now high-density DNA microarrays can provide rapid measurement of thousands of distinct transcripts simultaneously. These experiments raise the exciting opportunity to examine biological pathways in all their complexity and to compare the hypotheses deduced from the study of histological pathology with the findings of molecular pathology. This review focuses on how microarray technology has been used to interrogate muscular gene expression and, in particular, on how data generated from differential expression analysis of dystrophic and normal skeletal muscle has contributed to understanding the molecular pathophysiological pathways of muscular dystrophy.